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CLIMATE CHANGE DOCUMENTS IGNORE 

• the realities of property rights at local levels
• The realities of local planning laws
• The financial issues: Who will pay? To whom?

KYOTO, PARIS, COPEHNAGEN, MADRID, GLASGOW  - don’t even 
mention there issues



Our profession – spatial planning - should be the ideal 
profession for promoting adaptability to climate change

because
Planning seeks to be future-oriented, with ambitions for the long 
range. 
Planners are trained to acknowledge complexity.  Cities are the 
utmost complex challenge for public policy
Planning seeks to be comprehensive in perspective.  Climate 
change challenges many policy spheres
Planners (should) know how to mediate among competing groups 
and interests. Climate change issues create many conflicts



BUT planning relies a lot on land law and planning regulation

Planning law as the DEVIL Planning law as the ANGEL



The Paradox 
re climate 
change: 
Planning 
LAW itself is 
extremely 
‘resilient’ to 
adaptation
Obstinate..   
J

§ Planning law is related to land laws.  Land law is very 
local, domestic. Usually with a long history.  Climate 
change adaptation often affects real estate!

§ Property rights are deeply embedded in societal and 
political structures and norms

§ Real property is by far the major household asset in most 
countries

§ Property interests often have strong correlation with 
political influence

SO electorally, land law and planning law
are difficult to change

Many climate change policies related to land and 
property rights



Planning law procedures inherently move slowly

Planning-law procedures tend to be long.
Planning theory and ethics generally supports this
Yes, for good reasons – more multi-stakeholder reviews, participation, 
collaboration, information

BUT 
The built-in procedures are inhibitors to timely adaptability
There are some differences in the degree of inherent flexibility in planning laws –
but none are flexible enough to meet CC
Increasing litigation – more groups access the courts.  



Except in crisis situations.  

But real crises situations are sudden, unexpected, and challenge the 
system as a whole.  

Can climate change be elevated into a real PERCEIVED CRISIS?

But this will involve compromises 
Less public participation?  Less access to the courts? 
- Greater centralization of decisions?



Devil or Angel?

Some examples of the real-life operation 
of planning law vis a vis climate change –



Renewable energies:
A mixed picture

Rural land more advanced than 
urban – property rights less 
complex.
Little progress in urban areas – e.g.  
no compulsory installation yet, few 
attempts to fit condominiums laws 

But failure in other countries 
due to inertia, and growing 
public opposition – even in 
Denmark, resistance to 
more wind farms on land 
(pushed to the sea)

Success in more countries in 
adapting planning law to 
reach renewable energy 
targets 



Nature-based solutions – flood containment

Through development controls, 
design controls or planning 
obligations/ incentives 
– increasing success in:

• Green roofs

• Permeable surface on private 
urban land  

In urban Denmark  - substitute for traditional 
engineering in new urban development

Difficult to impose in existing developments
BUT 
Nature based flood control on private rural 
land – taking its first steps in several countries
BUT rural property rights are a major 
constraint



Coastal zone regulation – the prime 
candidate for climate change awareness.  
BUT coasts are also prime real estate.

• This book analyses 15 countries comparatively in their 
national laws and practices 

• Also evaluates the 9 Mediterranean countries in terms of 
the Barcelona ICZM Protocol

The response to this international law has been minor and 
limited



4 Strategies of adaptation to sea-level rise    

Major head-on challenge to private 
property rights along coastal zones



1.  Denial.   Continue to rely on engineering hardware

Example of Miami Beach Florida  L MOST DOMINANT

Pictures taken by Safira de la Sala, PhD stuend under my supervision 

There are some planning law 
instruments,, nbut Miami each voters 
turned down proposal to allow Transfer 
of Development Rights from 
undeveloped properties along the beach 
into the city.



2. Retreat: Abolish unbuilt development 
rights. This  may encounter compensation rights in 

some countries (less in Spain)



Spain is “best practice” in its 1988 expansion of the coastal 
public domain  - but this has come at public expense

Almost no country 
(below the norm) 
has expanded its 
coastal public 
domain or setack
zone in response to 
the international 
law!  EXCEPT SPAIN 
prior to the 
Barcelona Protocol, 
and Israel, in 
response to it



3.  Turn existing structures into “temporary”

Spain –in 1988  changed the coastal legislation
Turned thousands of homes – permanent and summer homes – instantly illegal
Repair and maintenance barely allowed
Property rights were converted into self terminating concessions

This action even reached the European Parliament.
Public protests led to legislative change that extended
The period for the concessions    
Legal uncertainty remains
Protest and feeling of injustice remain



4.  Planned retreat in a built-up zone with 
demolish 

Portugal



Can planners help to make the devil smaller and 
the angel larger?

REMEMBER: the devil cannot disappear entirely because it is inherent 
in planning law to some extent



Planners should take the lead in strategizing 
– but with realistic expectations.
• Re-evaluated planning regulations and planning law critically –

including willingness to throw away many of our routine, 
entrenched regulations and procedures

Distinguish between strategies for INCREMENTAL CHANGE – such as 
more compact cities,  zero rural “land take” policy

And strategies to be framed as CRISIS SITUATIONS.  But these must 
be few, with a cost-benefit that the public can support

Enhance cross-national learning in planning law – as both devil and 
angel to meet climate change
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or research-gate
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